
12.5 Line's and Planes (in3e( 12.5.1
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Let R =(x, y, z) be a pointon 2. Putin the origin 0. Note
&

- ->
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OR =0Ro + A wo where -<Ac0

Think of A as time.When t =0, we are atRoo
Whathappens as too. Whathappens as Ay-x

Kequation of 1:

R(t) =Rr(t) +AW, -0<<c. (1)

In long form, (I) says

(x(A),y(t),z(t)) =<x0,y0,zo.+A(a,b,) (2)

In12) adding the upper side andequating coordinates,we get

4arametric Equation of 2

1x11) =Not at and yIt) =Yot bA and z (A) =20 + c1,
-NCA <0.(3),

If abs to, then (3) is equiv to #4 =1 =0.
can think of (1) as

-

R(A) =Ro (A) +Allrolly -4
initial time

position
speed ↑direction (aunit vector)



· The distanced from a point S 12. 5. 2.
-

to the line 2 thru pointRo and parallel to wo
is ·.
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/Plane in 3D =plug and chug 12.5.3

· The plane P
· containing the pointRo= (No, 40, Z0)

and
-

· is normal (1) to the vector n =<a, b, c),with 18
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if anonlyone
This plane P has

⑫
· vector equation n. F.R =0

FR =(x-x0,y-y0,z -zo)

· Component equation a(x- x0 +b(y - y0) +c(z -z0) =0
⑲

· Comp. eg. simplified axtby + cz =d where d =axo+ byot cz,

· The distanced from a point 5 to the plane thru the pt. Ro andwith normal
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1 Intersection of 2 planes 12.514

. up! Let P. have normal vector 1.
LetP 2

have normal vector it.

· Etion What is the intersection of 0, and P2?

, denoted D, 1Pz

1.If P =b2, then 0,1 P2 =0,

2. If 0, IP, but 0,1192, then 0,182=0 "empty set,

3. The interesting case. Lethit P2 and PHP2.
-

· pipe cleansers help! IIE
Then PrP2 is a line 2 with 211 (n,xn2

Let The angle between P, and PC isthe

teanglebetween , and
ene


